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Abstract 

Nowadays, sustainable development is considered a key concept and solution in creating a promising and 

prosperous future for human societies. Nevertheless, there are some predicted and unpredicted problems that 

epidemic diseases are real and complex problems. Hence, in this research work, a serious challenge in the 

sustainable development process was investigated using the classification of confirmed cases of COVID-19 

(new version of Coronavirus) as one of the epidemic diseases. Hence, the data mining predictive modeling 

method of data handling and predictive or forecasting the spread of COVID-19 virus. This research work mainly 

works on predicting or forecasting by using fbprophet. Prophet it is a python library package used for 

forecasting time series data based on an additive model where non-linear trends are fit with yearly, weekly, and 

daily seasonally, plus holiday’s effect. It works best with time series that have a strong seasonal effect and 

several seasons of historical data. The model helps to interpret patterns of public sentiment on disseminating 

related health information and assess the political and economic influence of the spread of the virus. 

Keywords: Prediction modeling; Analysis and Visualization; Time Series; Fbprophet; COVID-19. 

1. Introduction 

On the Human life different challenges happened, like war, virus and other dangerous diseases and to influence 

in our daily life. By this case a lots of people are passed away. Among those diseases or virus  is novel 

coronavirus, this virus is happened in the central Chinese city of Wuhan in late December are being reported 

daily around the world. Start from December till April been affected 209 countries or territories.  
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The virus had affected 1,771,514 people overall the world and the number of deaths had totaled 108,503 and 

also more than 280,000 people have recovered to date. One of the things that The COVID-19 outbreak is 

increasingly revealing is how pervasive the surveillance mechanisms developed in the last decade or so, have 

become. In an effort to contain the spread of the virus, governments all over the world are adopting various 

surveillance and monitoring technologies: tracking those who have been tested positive and informing the public 

about their monitoring the movements of individuals to ensure their compliance with the policies of quarantine 

or confinement (as for instance, in China, Israel, and Singapore, as well as in Italy, Germany and Austria and 

now the USA); or using such technologies to predict or forecast the impacts of this virus overall the world. So, 

this paper proposed Data mining predictive and analysis modeling and this predictive modeling 

or forecasting the process that uses data mining and probability to forecast outcomes. Each model is made up of 

a number of predictors, which are variables that are likely to influence future results. Once data has been 

collected for relevant predictors, a statistical model is formulated. The model may employ a simple linear 

equation, or it may be a complex neural network, mapped out by sophisticated software. As additional data 

becomes available, the statistical analysis model is validated or revised. In the case of data mining, there are 

different predictive modeling analyses are there like decision tree, logistic regression, and time series 

analysis. Time series analysis comprises methods for analyzing time-series data in order to extract meaningful 

statistics and other characteristics of the data. Time series forecasting is the use of a model to predict future 

values based on previously observed values by using fbprophet. Prophet is a python library package used for 

forecasting time series data based on an additive model where non-linear trends are fit with yearly, weekly, and 

daily seasonally, plus holiday’s effect. It works best with time series that have a strong seasonal effect and 

several seasons of historical data. The model helps to interpret patterns of public sentiment on disseminating 

related health information and assess the political and economic influence of the spread of the virus. 

1.1. Literature Review 

In data mining milieu, disease prediction such as diabetes, heart diseases, and cancer prediction plays an 

important role. This method to design a software tool based on data mining techniques which is useful in the 

medical field. In this paper, the author addresses eye problems affecting people with diabetes and related disease 

and virus [1]. In this research study, a serious challenge of sustainable development was investigated using the 

regression analysis. According to the results, the regression algorithm has an appropriate performance to predict 

and classify the parameters of a case study affected by COVID-19, and the accuracies based on Wuhan datasets 

were equal to 95.7% and 85.7% for training and testing, respectively[2]. SEIR refers to Susceptible, Exposed, 

Infectious, and Removed or Recovered, respectively. It is based on the SIR model but adds the Exposed 

compartment as a variable. Susceptible refers to individuals who can catch the infection and may become hosts 

if exposed, Exposed are individuals who are already infected but are asymptomatic, Infectious are individuals 

who are showing signs of infection and can transmit the virus, Removed or Recovered are individuals who are 

previously infected but are no longer infectious and already immune to the virus [3]. COVID-19 is the new virus 

due to this no more research is done before so, I cannot list or mansion related works but those researchers they 

can’t not correctly predicted rather than explain graphically show the spread of this virus. This the paper clearly 

defines and predicted the recovered, death and confirmed cases to compare the current status of the COVID-19 

virus and what I have predicted. 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/27/coronavirus-surveillance-used-by-governments-to-fight-pandemic-privacy-concerns.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-europe-telecoms/european-mobile-operators-share-data-for-coronavirus-fight-idUSKBN2152C2
https://searchsqlserver.techtarget.com/definition/data-mining
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/probability
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/statistical-analysis
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1.2. Proposed System 

COVID-19 current problem statement described in the previous section, I propose a prediction and analysis 

model to predict the Outbreak of COVID-19 on the overall world on the three basic things. Those are recovery, 

confirmed and death cases using data mining techniques for the coming 10 days. For the prediction purposed I 

have proposed to the time series prediction data mining algorithm to forecast for the coming 10 days and 

analysis everything graphically and compare and contrast the current status of the COVID-19 and predicted 

values. To forecast the outbreak of the COVID-19 virus I will use the Fbprophet open-source python software 

which is developed by Facebook data scientists. Facebook data scientists purposely they have developed for 

such types of unseasonal disease or virus based on the given dataset to predict or forecast for the future and 

show the clearly mention the impacts. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Data Mining Techniques 

Data mining plays an important role in various fields such as artificial intelligence, machine learning, and 

database systems. Data mining also used in the medical field for mining of healthcare systems that help to 

discover hidden patterns and is very useful for disease prediction [4]. Data mining is the technique in which 

useful information is extracted from the raw data. The data mining is applied to accomplish various tasks like 

clustering, prediction analysis and association rule generation with the help of various Data Mining Tools and 

Techniques. In the approaches of data mining, clustering is the most efficient technique which can be applied to 

extract useful information from the raw data. The clustering is the technique in which similar and dissimilar 

types of data can be clustered to analyze useful information from the dataset. The clustering is of many types 

like density-based clustering, hierarchical clustering, and partitioning based clustering. Data-mining capabilities 

in Analysis Services open the door to a new world of analysis and trend prediction. These research works 

mainly focus on the design and implementation of a COVID-19 prediction the confirmed, recovered and death 

cases for the coming 10 days on the whole world. The predictive data-mining model predicts the future 

outcomes based on past records present in the d with known answers. Data mining will help figure out the future 

credit risk of the applicant and predict future credit history of the applicant by using past data. Classification is 

known as the procedure used to locate a model that best suits identified data sets or ideas. The model helps 

predict the class of objects when class labels are not available [5].  The most widely used for data mining 

prediction is time series forecasting methods i. It is also one of the most popular models in traditional time series 

forecasting and is often used as a benchmark model for comparison with any other forecasting method. It is 

often difficult to identify a forecasting model because the underlying laws may not be clearly understood. In 

addition, hydrological time series may display signs of seasonality and nonlinearity which traditional linear 

forecasting techniques are ill equipped to handle, often producing unsatisfactory results [6]. 

2.1.1. Time-series data mining 

A time series is a sequence of data points recorded at specific time points - most often in regular time intervals 

https://www.techsparks.co.in/data-mining-its-process-and-techniques/
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(seconds, hours, days, months, etc.). Every organization generates a high volume of data every single day – be it 

sales figures, revenue, traffic, or operating cost. Time series data mining can generate valuable information for 

long-term business decisions, yet they are underutilized in most organizations. Below is a list of few possible 

ways to take advantage of time series datasets: Trend analysis: Just plotting data against time can generate very 

powerful insights. One very basic use of time-series data just understands the temporal pattern/trend in what is 

being measured. In businesses, it can even give an early indication of the overall direction of a typical business 

cycle. Outlier/anomaly detection: An outlier in a temporal dataset represents an anomaly. Whether desired (e.g. 

profit margin) or not (e.g. cost), outliers detected in a dataset can help prevent unintended consequences.  

Examining shocks/unexpected variation: Time-series data can identify variations (expected or unexpected) and 

abnormalities, detect signals in the noise. Association analysis: By plotting bivariate/multivariate temporal data 

it is easy (just visually) to identify associations between any two features (e.g. profit vs sales). This association 

may or may not imply causation, but this is a good starting point in selecting input features that impact output 

variables in more advanced statistical analysis. Forecasting: Forecasting future values using historical data is a 

common methodological approach – from simple extrapolation to sophisticated stochastic methods. Predictive 

analytics: Advanced statistical analysis such as panel data models (fixed and random effects models) rely 

heavily on multi-variant longitudinal datasets. These types of analysis help in business forecasts, identify 

explanatory variables, or simply help understand associations between features in a dataset. In my context, this 

predictive analysis is to predicting the COVID-19 outbreak and shows the gap or impact the whole world.  

2.2. Data Source  

Data is extracted from verified sources such as John Hopkins University [4], WHO, Worldometr also 

GitHub.com, and DingXiangYuan, a website authorized by the Chinese government. The sites reported 

confirmed COVID-19 cases, as well as recovered and deaths for affected countries and regions.  The COVID-19 

module allows importing and displaying of data related to the 2019 Novel Coronavirus COVID-19 (2019-

nCoV) from multiple sources. The intention is not only to make it easier to display and update data, but to select 

which data source to use depending on the information being displayed. For example, one data source would be 

used when displaying country-level data, but another, perhaps more current or accurate data source would be 

used when displaying data for a specific state, province, or county. There are a lot of official and unofficial data 

sources on the web providing COVID-19 related data. One of the most widely used dataset today is the one 

provided by the John Hopkins University’s Center for Systems Science and Engineering (JHU CSSE). Here is 

the Github link for the same: Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) Cases, provided by JHU CSSE 

 

 

 

 

 

https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19
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Table 1: Reported cases as of 22 January 2020 
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Table 2: Reported cases as of 22 January 2020 
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Table 3: Reported cases as of 22 April 2020 

 

2.3. Data Visualization 
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Data Mining is used to find patterns, anomalies, and correlation in the large dataset to make the predictions 

using broad range of techniques, this extracted information is used by the organization to increase there revenue, 

cost-cutting reducing risk, improving customer relationship, etc. whereas data visualization is the graphical 

representation of the data and information extracted from data mining using the visual elements like graph, 

chart, and maps, data visualization tool, and techniques helps in analyzing massive amount of information and 

make decision on top of it. Machine learning makes it easier to conduct analyses such as predictive analysis, 

which can then serve as helpful visualizations to present. But data visualization is not only important for data 

scientists and data analysts, it is necessary to understand data visualization in any career. 

 

Figure 1: High level diagram ingestion for data visualization and analysis 

2.4. Data Analysis 

2.4.1. Analysis of COVID-19 cases in India 

The data collected from different data sources especially the above mention data sources will be stored in the 

data warehouse. Then the stored data is preprocessed and analyzed by using the data mining modeling 

techniques and visualize it based on the given dataset. I have prepared dataset form data sources and this data 

indicate the start from April 12, 2020, the outbreak of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) had been confirmed 

in around 209 countries or territories. The virus had infected 1,771,514 people overall the world, and the number 

of deaths had totaled 108,503. And also total cured or recovered cases are 402,110. The most severely affected 

countries include the U.S., Italy, and Spain, etc. 
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Figure 2: Indian COVID-19 Dataset 

 

Figure 3: Visualizing of Indian COVID-19 Cases 

Fig. 7 shows the current trends for the COVID-19 outbreak as displayed in Indian and the cases reported are 

visualized in the analytics dashboard to show the outbreak trend for confirmed, recovered, and death cases for 

all states. This aligns with the objectives of this paper show the outbreak progress over the period of time for 

each segment. It was found that the total number of confirmed cases for all states or regions is increasing 

steadily but on day 4/7/2020. 
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3. Current Outbreak Trends  

The current trends for the COVID-19 outbreak as displayed in fig-9. The cases reported are visualized in the 

analytics dashboard to show the outbreak trend for confirmed, recovered, and death cases for all regions and 

countries. This aligns with our objectives to show the outbreak progress over the period of time for each 

segment. It was found that the total number of confirmed cases for all countries and regions is increasing 

rapidly, but at the end of March, the huge increments with 100,000 different cases every day approximately. The 

figs – show the confirmed cases, and recovered and also death cases exponentially especially the confirmed 

cases. Based on fig-9 the blue line indicates the confirmed cases, the green line indicates the recovered or cured 

cases, and also the red line indicates the death cases. One can observe the sharp rise (and falls, if any) very 

easily in this kind of visualization. It is useful for data with exponential relationships, or where one variable 

covers a large range of values. In this scenario, the case counts are increasing exponentially.  

 

Figure 4: Visualizing of Worldwide COVID-19 Cases 

The fig-5 is the data visualization of the till April 12/2020 COVID-19 cases spreading on the top ten countries 

as shown in the pie chart United States of America is 38.1 %. This is the highest affected country overall the 

world and the second top country is Spain 11.2 %, the third top country is 10.4 % and fourth in France 9.2%  

and also Germany is fifth-ranked among the top ten countries by 8.8 and also the last one is Belgium 2.0 % from 

the given top ten countries. This pie chart is indicates the top ten countries confirmed cases at the start from 

January 22/ 2020 till April 12/2020.   
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Figure 5: Top 10 Affected Countries 

 

Figure 6: Recovered cases from the top 10 Countries 
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The fig-6 is the data visualization of the till April 12/2020 COVID-19 recovered cases overall top ten countries 

as shown in the pie chart China is 22.3%  of people are recovered from COVID-19. And Spain 17.8 %, the third 

top country is 17.2 % and fourth is Iran 12.6% and also Italy is fifth-ranked among the top ten countries by 9.8% 

and also the last one in the United Kingdom 20.2 % from the given top ten countries. This pie chart is indicates 

the top ten countries recovered cases at the start from January 22/ 2020 till April 12/2020.   

 

Figure 7: Death cases from the top 10 Countries 

The fig-7 is the data visualization of the till April 12/2020 COVID-19 as we have seen from the pie chart 

starting from January 22/ 2020 till April 12 the death rate of the top ten countries. Based on the given graph 

analysis the highest death cases have happened in United States of America 21.1% overall the world and 19.9% 

death cases is happened in Italy, third 17.2% in Spain, 14.4% in France and 10.6% in the United Kingdom this 

highest than recovered cases in the UK.  In China 3.3% and Turkey 1.2% of the top ten countries, this is fewer 

death rates when comparing other countries. 

4. Predictive Modeling for future trend analysis 

Just because the rise in number of cases is exponential, it does not imply that we can fit the data to an 

exponential curve and predict the number of cases in the coming days. Compartmental model techniques are 

normally used to model infectious diseases. Same could be used in the case of  COVID-19 too. In fact, 

predictive analytics have been used in many and different sectors and industries such as manufacturing, 

education, market, and healthcare. As a matter of fact, predictive analytics is considered as an opportunity for 
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the healthcare sector to be able to extract valuable information from data and predicting the future. Moreover, 

this opportunity can transform healthcare to not only predictive but to a preventive sector by the early detection 

of risks and the ability to make better decisions and saving more people's lives [7].  The predictive model does 

the analysis for identifying the patterns observed in historical and transactional data to predictive analytics 

comprises of several statistical and analytical techniques for developing strategies for the future possibilities of 

prediction. Therefore, Predictive analytics becomes vital when an essential quantity of highly sensitive data has 

to be handled. Based on the perceived events, future probabilities and measures are predicted. With the aid of 

available data mining techniques, predictive analytics predicts the events in the future and can make 

recommendations called prescriptive analytics [9]. Predictive analytics and data mining uses algorithms to 

discover knowledge and find the best solutions. Data mining is a process based on algorithms to analyze and 

extract useful information and automatically discover hidden patterns and relationships from data. In this phase I 

will predict the future impacts of the COVID-19 virus, the confirmed, recovered and death cases overall the 

world based on the current dataset. There some Data mining perdition and analysis algorithms are there. For this 

paper, I have proposed the time series prediction algorithm by using fbprophet python library to forecast the 

estimation of affected people, recovered and deaths for the coming 10 days, or the future assumption of the 

COVID-19 virus. As we know in this time COVID-19 virus is increasing day today as the report of World 

Health Organization (WHO), Worldometer and John Hopkins University, especially the confirmed is increasing 

the United States and some European countries. COVID-19 spreads globally in most of the countries and was 

defined pandemic by the WHO in March 2020 [10]. As of April 12, 2020, COVID-19 is affecting more than 186 

countries and territories around the world with more than 1,846,679 confirmed cases, 421,722 recovered cases, 

and 114,091 deaths. The prediction models can help in health resources management and planning for 

prevention purposes. Google Search data is one of the information resources that contain useful information to 

predict and estimate epidemics. Data mining algorithms and techniques are well-known tools for predictive 

model development and data analysis.   

4.1. Time Series Prediction and Analysis Algorithm 

To forecast confirmed cases of COVID-19, we adopt simple time series forecasting approaches. I produce 

forecasts using models from the exponential smoothing family. This family has shown good forecast accuracy 

over several forecasting competitions and is especially suitable for short series. Exponential smoothing models 

can capture a variety of trend and seasonal forecasting patterns (such as additive or multiplicative) and 

combinations of those. I limit our attention to trended and non-seasonal models, given the patterns observed 

in fig-8.The objective of a predictive model is to estimate the value of an unknown variable. A time series has 

the time (t) as an independent variable (in any unit you can think of) and a target-dependent variable. The output 

of the model is the predicted value for y at time t and the minimum and maximum prediction confirmed cases, 

recovered cases, and death cases of the affected countries start from January 22/ 2020 till April 12/2020 to 

predict and analyze for COVID-19 virus for the coming 10 days. For this purpose, I have used fbprophet python 

library, and this is open-source software that is developed and released by a Facebook data scientist for the time 

series prediction and unseasonal situation. So, COVID-19 is not a seasonal issue because of this thing I have 

used this algorithm to implement this research. The forecasts (and 95% prediction intervals) produced at the end 

of 12/04/2020 and the mean estimate (point forecast) for the confirmed cases ten-days-ahead was 209 thousand 
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with the 95% prediction intervals an absolute percentage error of 5%), with the forecasts being extremely 

positively biased. Still, the actual cases lie within the prediction intervals. 

Table 4: confirmed case 

 

As we have seen the table-4 this confirmed dataset starts from March 08/2020 to March 12/2020 and ds 

indicates DateTime stamp and y indicates the values in numeric form. 

4.1.1. Forecasting of COVID-19 Confirmed cases Worldwide with Prophet base model   

Table 5: forecasting of Confirmed cases 

 

The above table shows the forecasting of COVID-19 virus worldwide starting from April 12/2020 till April 

22/2020 yhat indicates the exact prediction, yhat_lower is the minimum prediction and yhat_upper is the 

maximum prediction for the coming 10 days. So based on the above table unto April 22/2020 the confirmed 

cases are increasing to 2,609,921. As we absorbed from the table day-by-day approximately 100,000 people are 

affected and it increases exponentially both the actual value and predicted values especially start from 

24/03/2020 till 07/04/2020 the predicted values is increase a little bit than the actual values. These models help 

us evaluate or thing over it how much it difficult and spreading day-by-day the depth of the situation and plan for 

the worst. When it comes to saving lives, it is very important to consider worst-case scenarios and plan for them 

because the cost incurred to society during the worst-case scenario is significantly higher than the average case 
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scenario. 

 

Figure 8: the predicted and original values 

The fig-8 indicates the relationship of the original values that mentioned fig-4 the blue dotted line and the solid 

line is indicates the predicted values of the COVID-19 confirmed cases overall affected countries. Almost the 

predicted and the original values are going in the same way as we have seen in fig-8.  

 

Figure 9: the predicted values of confirmed cases. 

 

Figure 10: the weekly analysis of confirmed cases. 
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Fig-9 and 10 indicate the trend of confirmed cases and weekly analysis of COVID-19 cases till April 22/2020. 

From 28/01/2020 till 11/02/2020 the weekly analysis was decreasing and after Tuesday as we have seen in the 

fig-10 it increases again. 

Table 6: Recovered cases. 

 

As we have seen the table-6 this recovered dataset starts from March 08/2020 to March 12/2020 and ds indicates 

DateTime stamp and y indicates the values in numeric form. 

4.1.2. Forecasting of COVID-19 Recovered cases Worldwide with Prophet base model     

Table 7: Prediction of recovered cases 

 

The above table-7 shows the forecasting of COVID-19 virus worldwide starting from April 12/2020 till April 

22/2020 yhat indicates the exact prediction, yhat_lower is the minimum prediction and yhat_upper is the 

maximum prediction for the coming 10 days. So based on the above table till April 22/2020 the recovered cases 

are increasing to 567,660.24 
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Figure 11: the relationship of the predicted and original values 

The fig-11 indicates the relationship of the original values that mentioned the fig-4 the green dotted line and 

solid blue line indicates the predicted values of the COVID-19 recovered cases overall affected countries. 

Almost the predicted and the original values are going in the same way but after 07/04/2020 the original values 

increasing than the predicted values and also start from 24/03/2020 the predicted value is increased than the 

original values till 07/04/2020 as we have seen in fig-11.  

 

Figure 12: the predicted values of recovered cases 

 

Figure 13: Weekly analysis of recovered cases 
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Fig-12 and 13 indicates the trend of recovered cases and weekly analysis of COVID-19 cases till April 22/2020. 

From 28/01/2020 till 11 /02/2020 the weekly analysis it was decreasing and after Monday as we have seen in the 

fig-10 it increases again till 24/03/2020 and also it is decreasing till 07/04/2020 and again after 07/04/2020 it 

also increasing.  

Table 8: death cases 

 

As we have seen the table-8 this death dataset start from March 08/2020 to March 12/2020 and ds indicates 

DateTime stamp and y indicates the values in numeric form.  

4.1.3. Forecasting of COVID-19 Death cases Worldwide with Prophet base model               

Table 9: the predicted vales death cases 

 

The above table-9 shows the forecasting of COVID-19 virus worldwide starting from April 12/2020 till April 

22/2020 yhat indicates the exact prediction, yhat_lower is the minimum prediction and yhat_upper is the 

maximum prediction of death cases for the coming 10 days. So based on the above table till April 22/2020 the 

recovered cases are increasing to 162,339.92. 
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Figure 14: the relationship of the predicted and original values of death cases 

The fig-14 indicates the relationship of the original values that mentioned the fig-4 the red dotted line and the 

solid blue line indicates the predicted values of the COVID-19 death cases overall affected countries. Almost the 

predicted and the original values are going in the same way but after 24/03/2020 the predicted values increasing 

than the original values till 07/04/2020  and also start from 07/04/2020 the original value is increasing than the 

predicted values as we have seen in fig-14. 

 

Figure 15: Trend of death cases 

 

Figure 16: Weekly analysis of death cases 
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Fig-15 and 16 indicate the trend of death cases and weekly analysis of COVID-19 cases till April 22/2020. From 

28/01/2020 till 11/02/2020 the weekly analysis was decreasing and after Monday as we have seen in the fig-16 

it increases again till 24/03/2020 and after it is not increasing or decreasing but after 22/04/2020 it looks like 

decreasing. 

5. Results and Discussion 

The coronavirus disease has terrifically affected lives of people around the globe. Many people have lost their 

loved ones with the number of deaths worldwide currently goes beyond 100,000 keeps increasing exponentially. 

While Different technologies have penetrated into our daily lives with many successes, they have also 

contributed to helping humans in the extremely tough fight against COVID-19. This paper has predicted a 

survey of COVID-91 spreading so far in the literature relevant to the COVID-19 crisis’s responses and control 

strategies. This paper basically analysis the COVID-19 outbreak prediction and analysis based on the confirmed, 

recovered and death cases on the given dataset that I took from WHO, Worldometer also GitHub.com, and 

DingXiangYuan and predict for the last 10 days by using time series data mining techniques. Based on the last 

10 days predicted values and current status of COVID-19 outbreak status to show the result.  

 

 

Figure 17: COVID-19 status 
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When we have seen the confirmed case predicted values start from April 12/2020 to April 22/2020 the predicted 

value is mentioned as follows below tables. The predicted values of the Confirmed case are achieved 99% on 

that exact date means April 22/2020 as we have seen from the predicted table on the day of April 22/2020 is the 

lower prediction is 2,503,840.06 normal prediction is 2,609,921.06 and when we see the heights prediction 

2,703,5586.06. Worldometr report on April 22/04/2020 COVID-19 status is 2,604,718 confirmed cases as we 

have seen on the fig-17 as overall the world. 

The predicted values of the recovered case are achieved 99% before predicted date as we have seen from the 

predicted table on the day of April 22/2020 is the lower prediction is 550,324.30, the normal prediction is 

567,660.24 and when we see the heights prediction 586,515.48. So The Worldometr report on April 19/2020 

status is 600,224 recovered cases as we have seen on the fig-18 as overall the world. 

 

 

Figure 18: COVID-19 result 

The predicted values of the death case are achieved 99% before predicted date as we have seen from the 

predicted table on the day of April 22/2020 is the lowest prediction is 155,760.82, the normal prediction is 

162,339.92 and when we see the heights prediction 169,019.71. So The Worldometr report on April 21/2020 

status is 171,334 recovered cases as we have seen on the fig-19 as overall the world. 
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Figure 19: Result of Death rate. 

6. Recommendations for the Future 

Currently, the whole world is looking forward to data-driven insights to combat coronavirus. Data analytics has 

already started to show fruitful results by predicting the impact of coronavirus. To devise an appropriate 

predictive analytics model for analyzing the outbreak, mining medical data isn’t sufficient, but you also need to 

get faster and smarter at it. By leveraging Quantizing’s advanced data analytics solutions that leverage data 

mining and text analytics you will be able to convert bigger datasets into actionable insights in a much smaller 

span of time. We must take note of this fact that the healthcare industry doesn’t revolve around just physicians 

and patients but also third parties like insurance companies. Secured and organized data is a good opportunity 

for organizations to save money. All they need is to represent their facilities in an accurate way by leveraging 

advanced data warehousing and data mining solutions The data mining algorithm is very sensitive are of the 

COVID-19 and other related sectors to predict and forecast such like dangers and difficult  virus for upcoming 

times and announce for the people to take pre-controlling mechanism for their life. In future, researchers should 

focus on data collection and sentiment analysis by using machine learning algorithm will work a lot better with 

bigger local datasets. Also, the local datasets are more accurate than the datasets available on the internet. So, 

researchers should find a way to collect big data in the future. The data will significantly improve the findings of 

this research. The area of text classification has attracted a lot of interest from both the machine learning 

research community and the industry, one the popular application of text classification is sentiment analysis, 
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whose objective is to guess the positive or negative attitude of a user towards a topic give a sentence, I will give 

an overview of how to apply machine learning techniques to text classification and sentiment analysis. For 

future work I will recommend sentiment analysis of the people’s sentiment means positive and negative filling 

about COVID-19 virus by collecting data form different social media and related data sources by using machine 

learning approach to classifying the negative and positive impacts of COVID-19 virus. As very interesting 

business application of text classification is sentiment analysis is a method to automatically understand the 

perception of people towards the COVID-19 based on their comment. The inputs text is classified into positive, 

negative and in some situations, neural. As we know Social media offers a powerful outlet for peoples thoughts 

and feelings – it is an enormous ever-growing source of texts ranging from everyday observations to involved 

discussions. This thesis contributes to the field of sentiment analysis, which aims to extract emotions and 

opinions from text to analysis and classifying accordingly by the help of classification algorithm and sentiment 

analysis. 

7. Conclusion  

In this work, I have shown the prediction of covid19 by using a time series data mining technique based on the 

current dataset on the proposed combination of three major pillars to analyze the outbreak of the COVID-19 

virus. The coronavirus disease has terrifically affected the lives of people around the globe. Many people have 

lost their loved ones with the number of deaths worldwide currently goes beyond approximately 100,000 in 24 

hours increasing. While Data mining techniques and related technologies have penetrated into our daily lives 

with many successes, they have also contributed to helping humans in the extremely tough fight against 

COVID-19. This paper has presented a predicted and analysis of confirmed, recovered, and death cases of 

COVID-19 and forecasting based on the number of cases time series based on the current data. Although 

various studies have been published, we observe that there are still relatively limited applications and 

contributions of Data mining in this battle. This is partly due to the limited availability of data about COVID-19 

whilst Data mining methods normally require large amounts of data for computational models to learn and 

acquire knowledge. However, we expect that the number of Data mining studies and research areas related to 

COVID-19 and other things increase significantly and play great roll for people especially these kinds of worst 

time. This paper mainly predicted the COID-19 outbreak for the last 10 days and analysis graphically by using 

the data mining time series technique for both confirmed, recovered and death cases. When we see the perdition 

it achieved 99%, for the three cases means confirmed, recovered and death cases. The Constraints/limitation of 

this research is it was difficult to get related works because as we know COVID-19 virus is new virus. So, I 

could not get organized articles and related sources.   
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